“SHE’S GOT STYLE, DO YOU?”

LOS ANGELES, CA - In the oh so glittery city of fake noses, lipo-bodies
and the scam artist who make young girls feel they need those things to
succeed in the competitive business of modeling, there’s a woman who
warns, “Be careful what you wish for you just might get it!” Jean
Marshall, age 34 but svelte, tall and sexy as any young doe on the
runway has quit the biz and has taken up sides with the models
themselves!
Ms. Marshall, you see, is positioning herself to be the first true
guidance consular for young models in the making. She trains
individuals in the basic skills of modeling, warns them of fraudulent
scams and bestows the tools they’ll need to maintain integrity and
self-esteem in the critical and often destructive world of high
fashion. Jean Marshall will prepare you for modeling and, in the end,
you just may be better prepared for life itself. For times and dates of
her classes, workshops and
seminars please contact.
Marshall started as a young innocent herself, a transport from Orange
County CA to the dog-eat-dog runways of Europe. There, she got more
than her fair share of knowledge about the business and the pitfalls
that go with it. Her goal? To help young girls be better prepared for
the job and lifestyle of modeling. Marshall has taken these life
lessons mixed them in with traditional finishing school techniques,
added a dash of psychology, nutrition and image consultation and came
up with a workshop that may prove to be revolutionary-- young girls
will know what is expected of them as models, what is inappropriate and
illicit, and they’ll be able to handle their careers better. She
guarantees it!
Jean Marshall, author of the upcoming “Six Steps Toward Success in
Modeling” affectionately calls herself “The Image Source.”
She can be reached personally with any questions at Ms. Marshall is
also available for speaking engagements, radio and television
interviews upon request. Whether you’re an aspiring model, a concerned
mother of a model wannabe, or a business person in need of image
consultation and a make-over, there is help out there for the rest of
us...finally!

